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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
INITIAL TREATMENT: It’s best to apply Bio-Clean when drains won’t be used for 6 to 8 
hours. (at bedtime for example) Apply Bio-Clean to each drain for 5 consecutive days 
to clean the drain and then use once per month as maintenance. Mixing Bio-Clean with 
warm water works best

Drains - Hair that collects on mechanical stoppers digests slowly. Pull out the stopper 
and remove it manually. Bio-Clean is great for slow drains and prevention. For totally 
blocked pipes restore flow with plunger or cable. If extended treatment and plunging 
don’t restore full flow, some inorganic matter (e.g. a toy, glass, toothbrush, bobby pins) is 
in the line and will have to be removed manually.

Sink / Bath Tub / Shower - -1 tablespoon of BC mixed with 1 pint water

Floor DraiN - 3 Tablespoons of BC mixed with 3 pints water

Garbage Disposal - 1 Tablespoon BC mixed with 1 pint water (while pouring into 
disposal turn on and quickly shut off so mixture gets thrown onto side walls where food 
particles accumulate)

Toilets - 2 Tablespoons BC mixed with 2 pints water. Pour mixture into bowl. Then add 
1 quart of warm water to the bowl to push some of the mixture through the trap and into 
the sewer line. Do not flush for several hours.

Septic Tank – Mix 2lbs of BC with 4 gallons of water. Add mixture directly to tank. 
If you cannot access the tank flush down toilet closest to the tank.

Maintenance dosage – Flush 1 cup of BC per month down toilet. (This is not needed if 
drains are being treated monthly)
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